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Hide All Open Windows Windows Hider hides all of your open windows, just as the popular Windows Hider is the portable version of the software that comes with Microsoft Windows.
Windows Hider combines the features that made the utility a fan favorite and lets you control the active window and allow it to take up your screen space or not. A sleek, full-screen mode
enables you to hide all your open windows, all at once. When your next window needs to be visible, simply press any hotkey and Windows Hider will react to your keystroke and bring it to
the front. Keyboard Shortcuts Not a fan of having to remember key combinations to switch windows? Windows Hider has you covered. With a single shortcut key, Windows Hider makes
it easy to switch between the active window and your other windows. Hide Active Windows with Hotkey Stop wasting time and let Windows Hider do the dirty work for you. Windows
Hider is a free application that hides all of your open windows when you want to close them. Windows Hider hides all open windows from the active window and can be customized with
customizable hotkeys. If the active window is the one you want visible, press the hotkey for the group you want to be visible. Windows Hider is a great utility for users who want a more
efficient means of switching between windows. This application enables you to choose from a preset set of hotkeys for your different categories of windows, and once you're in the mode
you want, you can see all your windows and easily close them. Hide All Windows in One Click Windows Hider hides all of your open windows as you wish, and with a single click, the
application makes them all visible. Windows Hider has a suite of customizable hotkeys for hiding all open windows. Just choose a hotkey and Windows Hider will immediately switch to
the mode you wish. Hides all open windows and hides the active window, which can be brought back with a single click. Hides all open windows, and can be set to minimize when one is
selected. It comes with preset hotkeys and a set of advanced configuration options that make it easy to manage the application. Multi-tab Support Windows Hider comes with multi-tab
support for open files and windows. You can configure Windows Hider to show windows from a different group when you click on a tab in the file explorer. What's in the Box Installs
multi-tab support
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Hide Windows Hider is a useful utility designed to hide any active window from the screen and to organize multiple windows into groups to hide all of them at once. It provides a number
of convenient parameters that make the whole operation easy and quick. You can hide any window by simply dragging it into the group, or select any of the four groups and launch the tool
to hide all the windows in that category. If you run the app in the background, it will remain in the tray area and show the current count of active windows. Windows Hider supports many
advanced parameters that can be tweaked to your liking, including: - Hotkey for hiding - Hotkey for showing - Show count of active windows in the tray area - Classify active windows into
four groups - Name the groups - Suppress sound for each group - Configure keyboard shortcuts - Start running on system startup HidDesktop HidDesktop is a utility that hides all or
selected windows, including those that are minimized. You can also remove taskbar button, tray icon, and all desktop icons. To use the software, you need to choose from the predefined
desktop folders for the files of application types. There are: Internet - for browser and application shortcuts Favorites - for Favorites shortcuts Desktop - for shortcuts to programs that
appear in the desktop Personal - for shortcuts that you added or created yourself There are three tabs in the main window: Remove - for removing desktop icons. Hide - for hiding the
windows. Reset - to restore the desktop to its default settings. HidDesktop offers a number of configuration options, including: - Taskbar button and tray icon settings - Toggle panel
visibility - Show desktop buttons - Show desktop labels - Remove desktop icons - Hide all windows - Hide all files - Hide all folders - Hide all links - Remove desktop labels - Show icon
labels - Remove all desktop icons - Hide all windows from the screen - Hide all files from the screen - Hide all folders from the screen - Hide all links from the screen HidDesktop can also
add a new item to the Startup folder and remove the folder items. Once the software is launched, a button will be displayed at the bottom of the window and will disappear after you click
it. You can also customize the settings by using the keyboard shortcuts, which are available for all actions available. A detailed description of the program can

What's New in the Portable Windows Hider?

Hide all the windows in a group at once. Hide the active window only. Quickly show a window by invoking the hotkey combination. Hide and show windows at any time. Keeps the list of
active windows in history. This program is free for personal use, but you can pay for premium features. Additional features: Track the list of active windows and keep it updated. Set
hotkeys for easy access to Windows Hider. "Optimize your system resources and your desktop. Hide all the windows in a group at once. Hide the active window only. Quickly show a
window by invoking the hotkey combination. Hide and show windows at any time. Keeps the list of active windows in history. It can be run from any location on the disk, no installation
required. Integrated software updates. This program is free for personal use. You can purchase optional features. Hide all windows in a group at once. Hide the active window only. Quickly
show a window by invoking the hotkey combination. Hide and show windows at any time. Keeps the list of active windows in history. Windows Hider 2.3.1 Hide all the windows in a group
at once. Hide the active window only. Quickly show a window by invoking the hotkey combination. Hide and show windows at any time. Keeps the list of active windows in history. This
program is free for personal use, but you can pay for optional features. Additional features: Track the list of active windows and keep it updated. Set hotkeys for easy access to Windows
Hider. Hide all the windows in a group at once. Hide the active window only. Quickly show a window by invoking the hotkey combination. Hide and show windows at any time. Keeps the
list of active windows in history. It can be run from any location on the disk, no installation required. Integrated software updates. This program is free for personal use. You can purchase
optional features. Hide all windows in a group at once. Hide the active window only. Quickly show a window by invoking the hotkey combination. Hide and show windows at any time.
Keeps the list of active windows in history. Windows Hider 3.0.0 Hide all the windows in a group at once. Hide the active window only. Quickly show a window by invoking the hotkey
combination. Hide and show windows at any time. Keeps the list of active windows in history. This program is free for personal use, but you can pay for optional features. Additional
features: Track the list of active windows and keep it updated. Set hotkeys for easy access to Windows Hider. Hide all windows in a
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System Requirements:

At least 4 GB of available hard drive space, 2 GB of RAM and OpenGL 3.3 or higher Minimum system specifications may apply Windows 7 or 8, 32-bit or 64-bit Computer Video Card
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 or AMD HD 6870 Intel HD 4000 or AMD HD 6000 series AMD HD 6870 or NVIDIA GTX 560 1 GB VRAM or better GPU Direct3D version 12 or above
DirectX version 11 3D Vision compatible ATI Mobility Radeon HD 4870 or NVIDIA GeForce
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